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LOW ENERGY CROSS SECflON
OF MESIC MOLECULES FORMA DON

Yu.V. PETROV, V.Yu. PETROV (Jr.) and A.I. SHLYAKHTER

Leningrad Nuclear Physics Institute Gatchina, Leningrad district, 188350, USSR

Cross section of the formation of mesic molecular complex (MMC) in the reactions
(tp.)F+ (D2).;K; -+ [(dtp.)iVdee].,K, is calculated at low energies (E < 100 K). We

assume the Breit-Wigner energy dependence of the cross section. In calculating the
entrance widths the electron screening and various orbital moments of the incident
tp.-atom were taken into account. Owing to anharmonic corrections to a purely
harmonic approximation the reduced entrance width remains nonzero at E -+ 0. As the
result the conventionall/v law for energy dependence of the MMC formation cross
section is restored. The entrance width for the transition (1Ii = 0, Xi = 0) -+ (1It = 2, Kt

-1) proves to be the most important. The wave functions of D2 and MMC were
calculat~ in the Morse potential which proves to give the level positions with a high
precision and includes anharmonic corrections to full extent. Accounting for the
anharmonism modifies considerably both the energy dependence and the value of the
MMC formation cross section. Comparing calculated rates with the experimental data
one can estimate the positions of the resonance levels.

1. Recent experiments at Los Alamos and SIN have demonstrated high
formation rates of the dtp. mesic molecules (more exactly, the mesic molecular
ions-MMI) in the temperature range 20-800 K [1,2]. It implies that the energy of
tp. mesic atoms (MA) necessary to form the mesic molecular complex (MMC) in
the reaction

is very small. Here F and S are the total spins of the MA and of the MMI,
respectively; J = v = 1 are the quantum numbers of the weakly bound state of
the dtp. molecule; "i = ° and J1c = 2 are the vibrational quantum numbers of the

D2 molecule and of the MMC [(dtp.)dee]; Ki and Kc are their rotational
quantum numbers.

The cross section of the reaction (1) is described by the Breit-Wigner formula.
One must know the positions of the resonances E<;;>Kr as well as the entrance and
exit widths in this formula. These quantities can be obtained immediately at low
temperatures of the DT mixture. In this case only a few D2 levels are excited
(Ki = 0, 1), and only low orbital moments of the incident tp. atom are essential
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(kR -1 at T= 102 K, see below). Also, only those levels which are close to the
zero energy contribute to the cross section. Comparing the MMC formation rates
calculated at low energies with the data we can fix the position of one MM<t:
level. The relative energies of other levels are known from precise theoretical
calculations [6]. Using this information, the cross sections and the MMC form~-
tion rates can be calculated at high temperatures as well. I

2. The entrance widths have been estimated and calculated by a number 0]
authors [3-5, 7 -10]. The most detailed approach has been suggested by ]:...~.
Menshikov [9]. We shall follow ref. [9] in this section. i

In the dipole approximation the transition operator for the reaction (1) has th~
form I

au"
v- -d-;;-p,

-up

p = pip

where d is the dipole moment of the MMI and U is the l.l'g term of the Hi
molecule (11 = e = me = 1). Equation (2) takes into account the electron screening

of the deuteron interacting with dtJL [11], p is the distance between dtJL center o~
mass and the deuteron (fig. 1). The initial tJL + D2 wave function is I

x- ( ,(2) -,(1) ) ( ,(2) -rJ1)
.O d d~ d

'l'j=eXp(lpX).tP1S(r\-r,.)
1 (2)- (1) 1 K;m; 1 ,(2)-,(1)

1rd rd d d

\-'~

"
~

The plane wave in eq. (3) describes the relative motion of tIL and D2 with thF
momentum p and X is the distance between their centers of mass, I

Fig. 1. The choice of coordinates in the MMC formation problem. R = 't -,Jl} is the separation~ f

nuclei in dtp.; , is the distance between the muon and t+d(l) (c.m.); p is the distance between d( )

and dtp. (c.m.).
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<PIS is the wave function of the MA Is state, Xo and y Km are the radial and
I I

the angular parts of the D2 nuclei wave function.
The final MMC wave function is

.0 = pip,

Here 1/Io(r, R) is the wave function of the J = v = 1 state [4] of the MMI, X" and

YK,m, are the radial and the angular parts of the MMC wave function, respec-

tively.
The MMI state J = v = 1 is very weakly bound: its binding energy is Ell =

-0.601 eV. The energy Ell is calculated with respect to the Is level of a free tp.
atom (taking into account the hyperfine splitting L1EFS = 0.036 eV for F= 0,
S = 1 [12] and also other corrections, L1E~~t = 0.023 eV [13], to the nonrelativistic
value E~R = 0.660 eV) [14]. Thanks to the small value of Ell the MMI appears to

be so extended that it almost decays into tp. + d. For this reason one can neglect
their interaction with each other [9,15], and at the distances of the order of the
dtp. size one can replace the exact wave function by its asymptotic form:

1 + ICR -KR
) e

¥'oj(r,R =Ca{iR2

" = J2;;-;-j-.;;T , R=R/R.

Equation (6) describes the free relative motion of the MA and d with the orbital
moment J = 1. Here }1.a is the reduced MMI mass (see table 1). The value
,,-1 = 20.8 in mesic atomic units corresponds to a large size of the MMI. The

only quantity requiring the knowledge of the exact wave functions is the
normalizing coefficient Ca = 0.574 which has been determined in ref. [9]. Owing
to the fact that the }1. is mostly close to the triton one has ',. = 't (hence
, ~ -MdR/(Mt + Md», and the expression for the MMI dipole moment is quite

simple: d= -P2R (see P2 in Table 1). After averaging over the initial and
summing over the final spin states one has for the transition matrix element

12 \:"' 2
VI =2k.+l L., .1J'j1

1 m m r J" ,
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Table 1

Constants used in 1 V 12 calculations

Quantity Formula Value, a.u.

Md/2
Md(Md + Mt + MIl )/(2 Md + Mt + MIl)
Md(Mt + MII)/(Md + Mt + MIl)
2Md(Mt + MII)/(2Md + Mt + MIl)

p.i/Md
P../ Md
P.i/P.,

.fiii:Ii;J

The following formula can be obtained [9]

(8)

where the Q vector is given by

dx exp{ -ifJl(P .p)PO -ifJ2(P .p)x -I( Ix I }

(9)

Io.p(x) = ~~ dpXp(p )~XO(p -,fJ2X) exp{ -ifJl (p .p)(p -Po) }

(Po is the position of the minimum of the molecular term). Here x = (R, p) is the
projection of the vector R to the MMC axis (the integration over the transverse
components of R and over the muon coordinates has been carried out in deriving
eq. (9», s is the unit vector perpendicular to this axis,

s= [p-p(pop)]/po (9a)

The quantities fJ1,2,3 are defined in table 1.
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3. If one neglects the variation of Io..(x) inside the MMI size ,,-1, then at low

energies E eq. (9) gives the expression for the matrix element I V 1~-1 of the
transition Kj = 0- Kc = 1 which has been obtained earlier in refs. [16,3]

vll--1=IQI2=

Here dfi is the matrix element of the dipole moment. Using the wave functions
(6) we obtain a very simple expression for the dipole moment (until now it has
been known only from numerical calculations [4]):

3ca.B2 -dCi = -s;2 -

"

3ca.B2

(2p.a I £111)5/4

The value of 10.JI(0) is

~il.)
10...(0) = II

It should be noted, however that the corrections to the approximation (10) are
considerable since the corresponding parameter is of the order of

fJ2{iL"[i I" :::: 0.34

where }1. are the masses and [J are the oscillation frequencies of MMC and D2
molecule. Therefore, in eq. (10) 10...(0) should be replaced by 10...(x) averaged
with the MMI wave functions,

io", = {j74;;-1 Q I/dfio

In the harmonic oscillator approximation considered in ref. [9] Uhann =
-Kz2/2 where Z = p- Po ( -00 < Z + 00) and PO = 1.40 a.u. is the position of
the minimum of the molecular term. The frequencies and the energy levels in the
initial and final states are:

!lif = {ii7M;; , E.;", = [},if ( Jli,f + 1/2)

where Mi,f are the reduced masses of the D2 and the MMc, respectively (see
table 1). In this approximation the function ]0. I', is odd in x at even "c (since
auH/az = -Kz is odd in z ), and in eq. (9) the integral over x is zero at E = 0
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(Io..r = 0). Thus the reduced entrance widths for a harmonic oscillator vanish at

E -0 [9].

In such a case it is necessary to take into account the next anharmonic terl1ll in
the potential U

~=
az

auH + ~ = -Kz(l- iaz)

azaz

where a can be extracted e.q. from the Morse potential for the H2 molecule [17]:
aM = 1.05 a.u. Considering the anharmonism UAnh as a perturbation we obtain
the first order correction at E-+ 0 (K= IJ.f!lt = IJ.i!lf) in the form

102 = ~aM!J(

~

f ~ { 1 ~ .
t ,f;;ii; ) 2 y2 }dy.y.H2(Y)exp ---!. y--.B2t --

-~ 2 IJ.f " 2

H2(Y)=4y2-2. (13)

Here natural variables t = ICX and y = {;;-ij;-i are introduced and the OScill~ltor
wave functions with " = ° and " = 2 are written down explicitly. Anharmonic

corrections to these wave functions contribute to /02 only in the second order in
UAnh. It follows from eq. (12) that th: anharmonic correction is 3aM/2.;;;n; ~ 0.3.

The calculated values of /02 and /02 are listed in table 2. The value /02(0) has
been also calculated numerically in ref. [11] with the wave functions for a
potential close to the exact one [18]. It exceeds our result by 11 %. In order to get
a better accuracy we have performed exact calculations with the full Morse

potential

,

u(z) = D(e-2aMZ -2 e-aMZ ), z=p-po,

D = 0.1745 a.u., Po = 1.401 a.u., aM = 1.05 a.u.

Table 2
Matrix elements for the vibrational transition Pi = 0 -+ P, = 2 (in atomic units)

i02Potential /02(0)

0

1.56-10-2

1.64-10-2
[11]/.l~ ,/D- 2.

0

2.09.10-2

1.68.10-2

1.77.10-2

Harmonic oscillator
Anharmonic oscillator
Morse
Kolos-Wolniewicz [18]
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Table 3
The values of constants A, B, C (a.u.) in eq. (16)

A B c
0.83.10-4
0.80.10-4
0.78.10-4

0.192.10-4
0.194.10-4
0.187.10-4

l-st order anharmonic correction
Morse potential
Kolos- Wolniewicz potential

These parameters give the energy levels of MMC with an accuracy better than
1 %. The values of 102 calculated from the potential (14) are only 5% less than the
exact ones.

If the energy is nonzero, but still low we can write down eq. (9) for Q in the
form

Q= -[(A +iBpp)p+i.BJCps} e-i.81PPPO

The values of A, B, C are approximately constant: in the energy range E < 100
K they vary by several percent. Substituting eq. (15) into eqs. (7), (8) we obtain

~

IVlli-+K,=(2Kr+l) L (2L+l)

L-O

x (T + + T -) +2.83Cp[jL+l(~)T + -jL-l(~)T -

x [AjL(~) -(B -.B3C)pj{(~)] + .Bfc2p2jl(~)To }

where T :t:' To are expressed through the 3} symbols:

~f)2(~

2
L:t.l

O

1

O

L:tl

O

Ki ) 2

O .
( Kt

To= O

L

O

The quantity ~ = .8lPOP = 10.75v'ETCVr plays here the role of the kR parameter;
iL(�) is the spherical Bessel function and i{(~) is its derivative. At B = C = 0, eq.

(16) comes to the fonnula by M. Leon [8] who has taken into account the
moments L ~ ° of the incident MA but has neglected the electron screening of

1.44.10-4
1.16.10-4
1.22.10-4
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Fig. 2. Dependence of matrix elements I V Ik, --K, on energy E (c.m.) for the reaction (1).

'\

the MMC. Let us note that in ref. [8] in comparing the theory with the data the

value dfj = 380 m.a.u. = 6.18.10-4 a.u. has been used, while eq. (11) gives at
" = 9.933 a.u. drj = 2072 m.a.u. = 3.369.10-3 a.u. This difference explains the

order of magnitude discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental rates

pointed out by M. Leon [8,11].
4. The energy dependence of I V Ik; --Kr for the transitions Kj = 0-+ Kr =

0, 1,2,3 and Kj = 1-+ Kr = 2 to be used below for fitting the level position, are
shown in fig. 2. Let us note that the matrix elements of the K j = 0 -+ K r = 1 and

Kj = 1-+ Kr = 0,2 transitions remain nonzero at E-+ 0 and the conventional1/v
dependence of the inelastic cross sections at low energy is restored. It can be seen
from fig. 2 that at low energy the transition Kj = 0-+ Kr = 1 is dominant (see

also [10]).
The MMC formation rate Adt,. at the density No = 4.25 .1022 cm- 3 is

rc2-~ w
( K.) IVIK;-oK, (2) ) 2+ lr2 -""" 1 E- EK;K, 4

K;K, ,

(18)(Jdt,. .Vc.m.

Here °dt!, is the MMC formation cross section, Vc.m. is the incident MA velocity,
f(E) is their energy spectrum, w(Kj) are the populations of the O2 levels with
given Kj; E~~Kr are the resonance energies. The tp. capture width Tc is a sum [5]
of (i) the Auger transition width T EM = 0.84 meV [19], (ii) the Tcoll corresponding
to the collisions with the neighbour molecules, which transfer MMC to states
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with other values of K and v. The value of TCOU.Kr is proportional to the density.
According to the measurements [20,2], TCOU,Kr ~ 2T EM' at the relative density
f/> = N /No = 1. The total width T is the sum T = T EM + Tcoll,Kr + Ts where ~ is

the back decay width

Vl 2 =

K,-+K;

4/3,

2/3,

Kj = 0, 2,

Kj = 1,3,1]=

Here 1J(K;) is the statistical factor which accounts for the identical particles in
the final state (orto- and p~ahydrogen); p. is the reduced mass of the tp. + D2
system (see table 1).

Table 4
Energies E~:Kf and contributions of the transitions Ki -+ Kt into >.dtp. at T= 2 meV (w(Ki = 0) =
0.964, w(K; =1) = 0.036)

1.28 0.84

Adt,. = L W(Ki)A~i;K,

K,oK,

The comparison of the calculated MMC formation rate with the data is most
simple at low density (Tcoll,Kf « T EM) *. Low temperature of the DT mixture
T= 23 K (T= 2 meV) is also a convenient choice. At this temperature only 3.6%
of the D2 levels with Ki = 1 are populated. Extrapolating the data of the Jones

* The time of the tp. mesoatom slowing down and thennalization T -10-8 + 10-9 sec/4I (where 41 is

the density) should be still much less than the muon lifetime Tn- 2.10-6 sec.
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group [1] to 23 K we obtain at low density the value Ad~ = 2.108 S-I. If one

assumes the Maxwell MA spectrum then a crude fit gives the position of
Eb:~ = -21 meV. The positions of other levels and their contributions into Adt,.
are listed in table 4. This fit gives for the MMI level energy E~~P = -0.605 meV
which agrees rather well with the theoretical value Ell = -0.601 meV from ref.

[14]. The dependence of Adt'.(T) on the temperature in the range T < 100 K is
shown in fig. 3.

5. The calculated levels positions are not very precise. First, the experimental
data at low temperatures vary considerably: the SIN group [2] gives the value of
Adt,. about two times less than that of the Los Alamos group. If one assumes the
value of ref. [2] the level Ki = 0-. Kc = 1 should be shifted further from zero by 5
meV, resulting in Eb~~ = -26 meV (see table 4). Second, in order to increase the

precision it would be useful to calculate I V Ili -K, with the exact dt.u wave
function [21]. Finally, the use of the Maxwell spectrum fM(E) seems doubtful.
Indeed, let us compare the MMI formation cross section Odt'.(E) shown in fig. 4
with the tp. scattering cross section (at T = 2 meY). It can be seen from fig. 4 that
at E ~ 1 meV °dt,. ~ 2.10-19 cm2 (2 .105b) i.e. it is of the same order as the
scattering cross section Os ~ 2 .10-19cm2 [22]. This fact indicates that there might

be a considerable hardening of the spectrum f(E) due to the absorption of slow
tp. atoms. Such effect is well-known in neutron physics (see e.g. [23]).

The authors acknowledge numerous and very useful discussions with prof. L.I.
Ponomarev. We are deeply grateful to L.I. Ponomarev and L.I. Menshikov for
sending their paper [24] prior to publication. Both of them as well as M.P .
Faifman have stimulated the appearance of this paper. We would also like to
thank profs. S.S. Gerstein and 1.1. Gurevich for the discussion of the results.

Note added in proof Recently we have repeated the calculations with a realistic
potential [18]. The results are included in tables 2, 3. The rates of MMC
formation AdtJi are slightly different but the level position £11 remains the same.
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